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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let A, m be a local ring of dimension d and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  .positive height. The Rees algebra R I and the form ring G I areA A
referred to as blow-up algebras in the following. We want to investigate
the effect of the structure of their canonical modules on vanishing proper-
ties of the local cohomology and vice versa. Although the motivation for
our work comes from commutative algebra, we utilize methods of algebraic
geometry, especially sheaf cohomology and the theory of duality. To
  ..describe and motivate the setting we are interested in, consider Proj R IA
as being embedded in a projective space P n. For any s ) 0, we can takeA
n N s q n .the s-uple embedding of P into P where N [ y 1. The VeroneseA A n
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 . s.  s.subring R I coincides with the Rees algebra R I so that the imageA A
  ..   s..of Proj R I is the scheme Proj R I . But the arithmetic of theA A
 .  s.coordinate rings R I and R I is quite different in general. We nowA A
 s.consider the situation where R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0. Such anA
 .integer s is necessarily uniquely determined if ht I ) 1. As we will point
out after Theorem 2.11 this means that the canonical module v hasR  I .A
the so-called expected form v s A [ ??? [ A [ I [ I 2 [ ??? as intro-R  I .A
w x  .duced by Herzog, Simis, and Vasconcelos in HSV if grade I ) 1 and
  . .grade G I ) 0.A q
We will now give an outline of the present work. In Section 2 we recall
basic facts from the duality theory of standard graded algebras S defined
over a local ring. We also consider duality on the corresponding schemes
 . w xProj S . By making use of the local-global duality of Lipman Li1 we can
relate the local cohomology of S to that of the canonical module v . HereS
we consider local cohomology modules with respect to the irrelevant ideal
of S as well as with respect to the maximal homogeneous ideal of S see
.Theorem 2.7 . This result will play a key role in several proofs of this work.
In the rest of the section we recall and prove some auxiliary results which
we will need in the sequel. In particular, we describe the relation between
 .  .  s.Serre conditions of G I and R I in case that R I is Cohen]A A A
Macaulay for some s ) 0.
In Section 3 we investigate how vanishing conditions on the local
 .cohomology of R I and the structure of the canonical module v areA G  I .A
 s.  .related in case a Veronese subring R I of the Rees algebra R I isA A
 .Gorenstein. For ideals I of grade I ) 1 it will turn out that the condition
w d   ..x U  . .H R I s 0 for n F ys implies v ( G I ys y 1 whereM A n G  I . AA
U  .G I denotes the form ring of the Ratliff]Rush filtration induced by I. InA
  ..   ..particular, we see that s s ya G I y 1 where a G I denotes theA A
 .   . .a-invariant of G I . The converse holds if grade G I ) 0 or ifA A q
 .  .l I s d where l I is the analytic spread of I. We will also describe
d   ..settings in which H R I vanishes totally.M A
In Section 4 we ask for necessary and sufficient conditions for the
 .Gorenstein property of a Veronese subring of R I . This problem wasA
w x w xalso addressed in HRZ and in Oo2 where m-primary ideals were
considered. We first observe that this property can be described locally at
 .  .  .the finitely many primes p g V I satisfying l I s ht p . In this contextp
 . w xit is also useful to consider the multi-Rees algebras R I [ A It , . . . , ItA s 1 s
where t , . . . , t are indeterminates. The Cohen]Macaulay property of1 s
 .  s.R I always implies that of R I , but not conversely. If, however,A s A
 .  .R I is assumed to be Cohen]Macaulay, then R I is Gorenstein ifA s A s
 s.and only if R I is Gorenstein. In case A is quasi-Gorenstein and I isA
an m-primary ideal we can then characterize the Gorenstein property of
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 .R I in terms of the Hilbert coefficients e , . . . , e of I. As a conse-A s 0 dy1
quence of this result we recover the necessary condition 2 e s d y s y1
.  s. w x1 e for the Gorensteinness of R I found by Ooishi in Oo2 . If also0 A
 .  .G I is Cohen]Macaulay, we obtain that R I is Gorenstein if and onlyA A s
 .  .if the Hilbert series of G I is symmetric. In case I s m and G I is aA A
  ..  w x.domain with a G I - 0, this follows from a result of Stanley see St .A
 .In Section 5 we will first see that the Serre condition S alreadyudq3.r2 v
 .implies the Cohen]Macaulayness of the Rees algebra R I in case theA
canonical module v has the expected form. This generalizes a resultR  I .A
 w x x.of Morey, Noh, and Vasconcelos see MNV , Theorem 1 . Moreover, we
will show how to force the above mentioned Serre condition to hold by
 .asking for a depth-condition only. We also prove that if R I isA s
  ..Cohen]Macaulay for some s - ya G I , then the Serre conditionA
 .  .  .S of G I alone is not enough to imply that R I is Cohen]l I .q1 A A
Macaulay.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND AUXILIARY RESULTS
All rings in this work will be Noetherian. By a standard graded algebra S
 .defined over a local ring S , m we will always mean a positively graded0
w xalgebra S s [ S such that S s S S . We denote the irrele¨ant idealn 0 1nG 0
and the maximal homogeneous ideal of S by S and M , respectively, i.e.,q
S [ [ S and M [ m [ S . Let I ; S be a homogeneous ideal ofq n qn) 0
S and let M be a finitely generated graded S-module. We will use the
following notation for the various so-called a-in¨ariants of M with respect
to I:
i ia M [ sup n g Z H M / 0 . .  . 5I I n
i  .Here, the H M denote the graded local cohomology modules of MI
i  .w.r.t. I. In case I = S it is well known that a M - ` and if d denotesq I
 . d  .the dimension of S, then a S [ a S is the classical a-invariant of S asM
w xintroduced by Goto and Watanabe in GW .
 .By Hom , we will denote the graded Hom-functor. We putS
 .k [ SrM s S rm and use the notation E k for the graded-injecti¨ e hull0 S
of k. Then the Matlis dual of a graded S-module M is defined as
k   ..  .   ..M [ Hom M, E k . Recall that E k s Hom S, E k where SS S S S S 00 0
 .is considered as a graded ring concentrated in degree zero and E kS0
denotes the injective hull of k. Thus we obtain
M ksHom M , E k s Hom M , Hom S, E k .  . .  . /S S S S S0 0
s Hom M , E k . . .S S0 0
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It follows that the nth homogeneous component of M k is given by
w kxM [ Hom M , E k . . .n S yn S0 0
For unexplained notation and definitions we refer to standard textbooks as
given in the references.
 .2 a . Duality Results. We use the same notation as above. The defini-
tion of a dualizing complex in the category of graded S-modules can be
 w x. ?given as in the local case cf. Ha1 . Let D be a bounded below complex
of graded S-modules which has finite injective dimension and finitely
generated cohomology. Then the complex D ? is called dualizing if the
canonical homomorphism
M ?ª R Hom R Hom M ?, D ? , D ? . .S S
is an isomorphism for every bounded complex M ? of graded S-modules
with finitely generated cohomology. We say that D ? is normalized if
 ?.  w x.R Hom k, D s k cf. Ha1, Chap. V . Suppose that S is a homomor-S
phic image of a Gorenstein standard graded algebra T defined over a local
ring T . Let I ? be the minimal graded injective resolution of T. In the0
?  .  .derived category I is isomorphic to T. If we put a [ a T and e [ dim T ,
? ? .w xthen D [ I a e is a normalized dualizing complex in the category ofT
graded T-modules. It is immediately clear from the definitions that the
?  ? .complex D [ Hom S, D is a normalized dualizing complex in theS T T
category of graded S-modules. More explicitly, we have for all i g Z,
i  . i . iD s [E SrP t where t g Z and the summation is taken over allS S P P
 .homogeneous primes P ; S with dim SrP s yi.
 wThe graded version of the theorem of local duality see Ha1, Chap. V,
x.Theorem 6.2 now says that the canonical homomorphism
k? ? ?RG M ª R Hom M , D .  . .M S S
is an isomorphism for all bounded below complexes M ? of graded S-mod-
ules with finitely generated cohomology. Recall that the canonical module
yd ? Ã Ã Ã .v of S is defined to be v [ H D . We put S [ S m S where SS S S S 0 00
 yd  ? ..k d  .is the completion of S . Since by the local duality H D s H S0 S M
Ã d k  ..we get v m S s H S . Note that the first non-vanishing homoge-S S M
 .neous component of v lives in degree ya S .S
We now mention two consequences of local duality. They were proved
 w x.by Schenzel in the local case see Sch1, Korollar 3.1.3, Satz 3.2.3 . The
same proofs can be adopted to the graded case. Recall for the proof of
the second result, i.e., Theorem 2.2, that a catenarian local ring satisfying
 . w x .the Serre condition S is equidimensional by HIO, Lemma 48.30 .2
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THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a standard graded algebra of dimension d defined
o¨er a local ring S which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring.0
Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of S by M and suppose that the
i  .graded local cohomology modules H S ha¨e finite length for i - d. ThenM
there is an exact sequence
k kk1 d 00 ª H S ª H v ª S ª H S ª 0 .  .  .  . .  .M M S M
 .where k [ SrM and isomorphisms
kdq1yi iH v s H S 1 - i - d . .  .  . .M S M
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a standard graded algebra of dimension d defined
o¨er a local ring S which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring.0
 .Suppose that S fulfills the Serre condition S . Denote the maximal homoge-2
neous ideal of S by M. Let n be a positi¨ e integer. Then v fulfills the SerreS
 . i  .condition S if and only if H S s 0 for d y n q 2 F i - d.n M
We will now see how to derive another duality result namely Theorem
.2.7 by considering the local-global duality of Lipman instead of the local
 .duality as done above. For this put X [ Proj S and suppose that S is a0
homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring. If we denote the sheafifi-
 .; ?  ? .; w xcation of a graded module by , then the complex D [ D y1X S
is a complex of injective O -modules. The complex D ? is dualizing in theX X
category of O -modules. The dualizing sheaf v of X is defined asX X
yd X  ? .H D where d denotes the dimension of X. Observe that d s d yX X X
1 since S is local. Clearly v s v ; . In case that X is an equidimensional0 X S
Cohen]Macaulay scheme, one sees by using the local duality that
yi ? . ?H D s 0 for i / d . This means that in the derived category D (X X X
w xv d .X X
 .Let p : X ª Spec S be the canonical projection. Then it can be shown0
? ! ? ?  ? .; ?that D s p D where D s D and D is a normalizedX SpecS . SpecS . S S0 0 0 0
dualizing complex in the category of S -modules. For the definition of the0
 .! w x .pseudo-functor see Ha1 .
 w x.The local-global-duality of Lipman states see Li1, p. 188
k? ? ?RG F ( R Hom F , D , 1 .  . . .E X X
y1 4. ?where E [ p m is the closed fibre and F is a bounded complex of
coherent O -modules. We will need the local-global duality of Lipman inX
the following form:
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S be a standard graded algebra defined o¨er a local
 .ring S , m , which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local ring. Put0
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 . y1 4.  .X [ Proj S and define E [ p m where p : X ª Spec S is the0
canonical projection. If X is an equidimensional Cohen]Macaulay scheme of
dimension d , we ha¨e the following isomorphisms for all n g Z:X
 . i   ..  d Xyi   ...ka H X, O n ( H X, v yn ,E X X
 . i   ..  d Xyi   ...kb H X, v n ( H X, O yn .E X X
Proof. Since X is an equidimensional Cohen]Macaulay scheme we
? w x  .have D ( v d . Using this in the local-global duality of Lipman 1 forX X X
?  .  .F [ O n and passing to cohomology immediately yields statement a ifX
w xwe recall the following facts, e.g., from Ha2, III Proposition 6.3 :
Ext d Xyi O n , v ( Ext d Xyi O , v yn ( H d Xyi X , v yn . .  .  . .  .  .X X X X XX X
 .  .We will prove b now. Note that tensorizing by the invertible sheaf O nX
  .defines an exact functor which preserves injectives. Thus R H o m O nXOX
? ? .  ? ? .  .  wm D , D ( R H o m D , D m O yn see e.g., Ha2, III,O X X X X O XOX XX
x.Lemma 6.6, Proposition 6.7 . We will use this and the defining property
 ? ? .. ?R H o m D , D ( O of the dualizing complex D in the following.X X X XOX
 . ?  . ?Looking at 1 for F [ O n m D and using the above yieldsX O XX
k
? ? ?RG O n m D ( R Hom O n m D , D .  . .  . /E X O X X X O X XX X
k
? ?( RGR H o m O n m D , D . . /X O X XO XX
k
? ?( RG R H o m D , D m O yn . . . /X X O XO XX
k
( RG O m O yn . . /X O XX
k( RG O yn . . . .X
? w xUsing D ( v d again, we get from thisX X X
kw xRG v n d ( RG O yn , .  . . .  .E X X X
 .which proves assertion b .
 w x.We will need the following remark due to Serre; see, e.g., Gr several
times in this work.
Remark 2.4. Let S be a standard graded algebra defined over a local
 .ring S and let M be a graded S-module. Put X [ Proj S . Then there is0
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an exact sequence
0 Ä 10 ª H M ª M ª G X , M n ª H M ª 0 .  .  . .[S Sq q
ngZ
and isomorphisms
i iq1ÄH X , M n ( H M for i G 1 and n g Z. .  . . Sq n
One immediate consequence of this is that the local cohomology of S
w.r.t. S commutes with the Veronese functor. To see this let m be aq
 m..positive integer and put Y [ Proj S . Then we have an isomorphism
; U  .  .f : X ª Y such that f O n s O n ? m . Thus we get from the aboveY x
remark for i G 2,
i m. iy1
m .H S s H Y , O n .  . .S Yq n
s H iy1 X , O n ? m . .X
is H S . .Sq n ? m
And for i s 0 or 1 the assertion follows from the exact sequence in the
above remark.
For the fact that local cohomology with respect to the maximal homoge-
w xneous ideal commutes with the Veronese functor we refer to HIO, 47.5 .
The next well known result follows directly from this and will be of great
importance to us in the sequel:
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let S be a standard graded algebra defined o¨er a local
ring S . Let n be a positi¨ e integer. If S has a canonical module v , so does0 S
n. n.  .n.n.S and the canonical module of S is v s v .S S
For the proof of the next theorem we have to recall the so-called
Sancho de Salas sequence:
Remark 2.6. Let S be a standard graded algebra defined over a local
 .ring S , m . Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of S by M and put0
 . y1 4.  .X [ Proj S . We define E [ p m where p : X ª Spec S is the0
canonical projection. If Q is a graded S-module, then there is the follow-
ing exact sequence of graded S-modules which is essentially due to Sancho
 w x w x.de Salas see SdS, p. 202 ; Li2 :
i i i Ä iq1??? ª H Q ª H Q ª H X , Q n ª H Q ª ??? . .  .  .  . .[ [M m n E M
ngZ ngZ
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Let I ; S be a homogeneous ideal. Recall that S is called generalized
i  .Cohen]Macaulay w.r.t. I if all the local cohomology modules H S areM
annihilated by some power of I for i - d. We are now prepared to state
the already promised duality result:
THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a standard graded algebra of dimension d defined
 .o¨er a local ring S , m which is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein local0
 .ring. Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of S by M and put X [ Proj S .
If S is generalized Cohen]Macaulay with respect to S , we ha¨e the followingq
exact sequences for all i - d and n g Z:
k wi , niy1 dq1yi i i6H S ª H v H S ª H S .  .  .  . /m n S S M m nnq yn
k ci , niy1 dq1yi i i6w x w xH v ª H S H v ª H v . .  . .  . /m S S M S m Sn nnq yn
For the case i s d there are the following exact sequences for all n g Z:
wk d , ndy1 d d6H S ª G X , v yn H S ª H S .  .  .  . . .m n X M m nn
ck d, ndy1 d d6w x w xH v ª G X , O yn H v ª H v . .  . . .  . .m S X M S m Sn nn
 .Remark 2.8. Observe that the w resp. c of the above theoremi, n i, n
  ..  .are isomorphisms if n - 0 resp. n - ya S or if S , m is an Artinian0
local ring and 2 F i - d. Note that in the latter case the theorem already
follows from Theorem 2.1.
y1 4.  .Proof of Theorem 2.7. Put E [ p m where p : X ª Spec S is0
w xthe canonical projection. The assumptions imply by HIO, Lemma 43.3
that X is an equidimensional Cohen]Macaulay scheme of dimension
 . ;d y 1 since S is local . Using the fact that v ( v , we get from0 X S
 .Proposition 2.3 a
kkiy1 dyi ; dq1yiH X , O n ( H X , v yn ( H v , .  .  . .  . .  /E X S S Sq yn
where the last isomorphism holds in case i - d only by Serre; see Remark
. 2.4 . Putting this into the Sancho de Salas sequence for Q [ S; see
.Remark 2.6 proves the first and third assertion of the theorem. The
remaining assertions follow with the same argumentation, but now using
 .Proposition 2.3 b and the Sancho de Salas sequence for Q [ v .S
The following corollary will be useful to us in the sequel:
COROLLARY 2.9. Let S be a standard graded algebra of dimension d
 .defined o¨er a local ring S , m which is a homomorphic image of a0
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Gorenstein local ring. Suppose that S is generalized Cohen]Macaulay with
dy1 . d  .respect to S . Let m be an integer such that H S s H S s 0 forq m n m n
 .n F m. Put X [ Proj S . Then we ha¨e the following isomorphisms for
n G ym:
w xG X , v n ( v . . .X S n
Proof. Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of S by M. We get
   ...k w d  .xfrom Theorem 2.7 that G X, v n ( H S for all n G ym. ByX M yn
Ã d k  .. w  .x .Matlis duality this implies that G X, v n m S ( H S (X S 0 M yn0
Ã Ãw x   ..v m S where S is the completion of S . Since G X, v n andS n S 0 0 0 X0w x   ..v are finitely generated S -modules, it follows that G X, v n (S n 0 X
w xv as wanted.S n
 .2 b . Blow-up Algebras and Ratliff]Rush Ideals. Let A be a ring and let
F be a filtration of A, i.e., a chain A s F > F > F > . . . of ideals such0 1 2
that F F : F for all i and j. Then the Rees algebra and the form ring ofi j iqj
A with respect to F are defined to be the graded rings
n w xR F [ F t : A T and G F [ F rF , .  .[ [A n A n nq1
nG0 nG0
respectively where t is an indeterminate. When considering the I-adic
2 3  .filtration F s A, F s I, F s I , F s I , . . . we simply write R I and0 1 2 3 A
 .G I for the corresponding Rees algebra resp. form ring. Now let A be aA
 .local ring of dimension d and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0. Then it is
 w x.   ..well known see, e.g., HIO, Theorem 9.7 that dim G I s d andA
  ..dim R I s d q 1.A
Another important filtration comes from the construction of Ratliff]Rush
ideals. We recall now their definition and some of their elementary
w xproperties. For details we refer to Mc . Let A be a local ring and let
 .I ; A be an ideal of grade I ) 0. The Ratliff]Rush ideal corresponding to
I is the ideal
IU [ I mq 1 : I m .D
mG1
One can then show that for any n ) 0 we have I nU s I nqm : I n when
U  .  U  .. m c 0. We denote by R I resp. G I the Rees algebra resp. the formA A
.ring of the filtration
A > IU > I 2U > I 3U > . . . .
For n c 0, we always have I nU s I n. The same property holds for all
  . .  w x.n ) 0 if and only if grade G I ) 0 see Mc, Theorem 12.3 . This is,A q
 .  .  we.g., the case when R I fulfills the Serre condition S see NV,A 2
x.p. 157 .
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Let S be a standard graded algebra defined over a local ring S . Put0
 .X [ Proj S and let M be a finitely generated graded S-module. Then a
Ä  ..well known result of Serre says that G X, M n ( M for all n c 0. Inn
general, these isomorphisms do not hold for all n. Therefore the following
geometric interpretation of Ratliff]Rush ideals is quite interesting and will
be useful to us in the sequel:
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal with
 .   ..grade I ) 1. Put X [ Proj R I . Then the following holds:A
G X , O n s I nU ;n G 0 . .  . .X
Proof. We denote the total quotient ring of A by K. The following is
 w x .well known see, e.g., Oo1, Proposition 3.3 for the first equality :
< p pqn p pqn 4G X , O n s x g K x ? I : I s Hom I , I . 2 .  .  . . D DX A
p)0 p)0
 .  p .But since grade I ) 1, we see that Hom I , A s A. Hence we mayA
 p pqn.  p .interpret each c g Hom I , I ¨ Hom I , A as a multiplicationA A
 .with an element a g A. Thus we get from 2 for p c 0 and all n G 0,c
Unqp p n  ..G X, O n s I : I s I . This was to be shown.X A
 .2 c . Canonical Modules of Blow-up Algebras. We recall some facts
w xfrom HHR2 on the structure of canonical modules of Rees algebras and
form rings and indicate some consequences of them. For this let A be a
 .local ring of dimension d and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0. We
 .denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I by M. Throughout thisA
work we will refer to the following two short exact sequences
0 ª R I ª R I ª A ª 0 .  .qA A
0 ª R I 1 ª R I ª G I ª 0 .  .  .  .qA A A
as the 1st resp. 2nd Huneke sequence. These two sequences were used in
the proof of the following result.
 t.If A is a quotient of a Gorenstein local ring and R I isA
Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0, then there exists a commutative diagram
kd0 ªv ªHom R I , v ª v ª H R I .  . . . .qR  I . R  I . A R  I . A M AA A A
6
6
rt
kd0 ªv ª Hom IR I , v ª v ª H R I , .  . . . .R  I . R  I . A R  I . G  I . M AA A A A
where t is a homomorphism of degree y1 and r is the degree 1
 .  .isomorphism induced by the isomorphism IR I ª R I , s ¬ st forA A q
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 . w xs g IR I . Moreover, if n ) 1, the homomorphisms t : v ªA n R  I . nA
w x w x  .v are injective and for every a g v , the element t a isR  I . ny1 R  I . nA A
 .  .uniquely determined by the property that ct t a s ca for all c g I.
 w x.   ..Recall the well known fact see, e.g., GN, Part I, 6.3 that a R I isA
always equal to y1 i.e., the first non-vanishing homogeneous component
. w xof the canonical module v lives in degree 1 . Identifying v withR  I . R  I . nA A
the image of t ( ??? (t , we immediately deduce from the above diagram2 n
that we have a filtration
w x w xv = v = ???R  I . R  I .A A1 2
w xof v with the property that for all n G 1R  I . 1A
w x w xI ? v : v .R  I . R  I .A An nq1
w x w   .We also get from the diagram that v s Hom IR I ,R  I . n R  I . AA A
.xv for n G 1. It is then easy to see thatR  I . nq1A
w x w xv s Hom I , v . .R  I . A R  I .A An nq1
w xCompare also TVZ for this kind of result.
 t.Recall that the Cohen]Macaulayness of R I implies at leastA
  ..  w x w x.   ..a G I - 0 see, e.g., HZ or KN, Lemma 2.3 . For 2 F n F ya G IA A
y 1, the homomorphisms t are isomorphisms. Thus we obtain for such nn
w x w xthat v s v , i.e., the above filtration has the formR  I . ny1 R  I . nA A
w x w x w xv s ??? s v = v = ??? ,R  I . R  I . R  I .A A A1 yay1 ya
  ..   ..where a [ a G I . If a G I F y2, then the diagram implies thatA A
w xv s v .R  I . 1 AA
We will now see what can be said about the canonical modules of the
ground ring, the Rees algebra, and the form ring respectively in case that
the Rees algebra has a Gorenstein Veronese subring. The following
w xtheorem sums up results from HHR2 .
THEOREM 2.11. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  s.grade I ) 0. Suppose that R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0. If weA
 .denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I by M , then:A
 .  s .a v ( Hom I , A .A A
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 .  .b There exists the following exact sequence of graded R I -modules:A
sy1
U syn0 ª R I ys ª v ª Hom I , A ª 0. .  .  .[A R  I . AA
ns1
 . w d   ..x w xc If H R I s 0 for n F ys, then v ([M A n G  I . nA
nGsq1
U  . .G I ys y 1 .A
 .   . .  .If grade I ) 1 and grade G I ) 0, part b of the above theoremA q
 .says in particular that the canonical module of R I has the so-calledA
w x 2expected form as introduced in HSV , i.e., v s A [ ??? [ A [ I [ IR  I .A
[I 3 [ ??? . Under the same assumptions on I we also deduce from part
 .  s.b the well known fact that there is at most one s ) 0 such that R IA
 w xcan be Gorenstein see also HRZ, Proposition 3.1 where it is shown that
 . .  s.this also holds, if we would only assume that ht I ) 1 . Indeed, if R IA
 .is Gorenstein, we obtain that s s m v .R  I .A
  ..   ..Put X [ Proj R I and Y [ Proj G I . Then we have under theA A
 .  .assumptions of the theorem that v ( O ys and v ( O ys y 1X X Y Y
since the sheafification of a graded module depends on the homogeneous
components in high degrees only and I nU s I n for n c 0.
 .  .2 d . Cohen]Macaulay and Gorenstein Multi-Rees Algebras. Let A, m
be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal. For a positive integer r, the rth
multi-Rees algebra of A with respect to I is defined as the N r-graded ring.
R I s I n1 ??? I nr , . [A r
nG0
 .where n stands for an r-tuple n , . . . , n of natural numbers. Very often1 r
 . w x w xone identifies R I with A It , It , . . . , It : A t , t , . . . , t whereA r 1 2 r 1 2 r
t , t , . . . , t are indeterminates over A. The notation I should be consid-1 2 r r
 .ered as the r-tuple I, . . . , I .
One of the most useful results on the Cohen]Macaulay property of
multi-Rees algebras, which we will also use frequently throughout this
 w x.paper, is see HHR1, 2.2 :
THEOREM 2.12. Let A be a local ring of dimension d and let I ; A be an
 .ideal of ht I ) 0. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent for a positi¨ e
integer t:
 .  .i R I is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.A t
 . w i   ..x  4ii H R I s 0 for all i - d q 1 and n f yt q 1, . . . , y1 .M A n
 . w i   ..x  4iii H G I s 0 for all i - d and n f yt, . . . , y1 , andN A n
  ..a G I - 0.A
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 .Here, M and N denote the maximal homogeneous ideals of R I andA
 .G I , respecti¨ ely.A
 w x.In case t s 1, this is a well known result of Trung and Ikeda see TI .
 .The Cohen]Macaulayness of a multi-Rees algebra R I for someA t0
 .t ) 0 implies the same property for all multi-Rees algebras R I and all0 A t
 . t .  t.Veronese subrings R I ( R I of the ordinary Rees algebra whenA A
t G t . This follows immediately from the above theorem together with the0
already mentioned fact that local cohomology with respect to the maximal
homogeneous ideal commutes with the Veronese functor.
 .  .Moreover, the theorem shows that R I and G I are generalizedA A
 .Cohen]Macaulay with respect to their irrelevant ideals in case R I isA t
Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0.
The next lemma will be very useful to us in the sequel:
 .LEMMA 2.13. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0
 .such that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0. Then we ha¨e for allA t
i g Z:
 . i   ..  .a a R I - 0 for all homogeneous ideals I = R I .I A A q
 . i   ..  .b a G I - 0 for all homogeneous ideals I = G I .I A A q
 .  .Proof. The Cohen]Macaulayness of R I implies that if p g Spec A ,A t
then also the corresponding multi-Rees algebra of A with respect to I isp p
Cohen]Macaulay. Therefore all the a-invariants with respect to the
.  .  .maximal homogeneous ideal of R I and G I are negative byA p A pp p
Theorem 2.12. Now the assertions of the theorem follow immediately from
w w x.a result of Johnston and Katz see JK, Proposition 2.1 .
w xIn HHR2 , the Gorensteinness of multi-Rees algebras was character-
ized as follows:
THEOREM 2.14. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  .grade I ) 0. Let s ) 0 be an integer. Then R I is Gorenstein if and onlyA s
 s.if it is Cohen]Macaulay and R I is Gorenstein.A
 .2 e . Serre Conditions of Blow-up Algebras. The next theorem is a
w x w x w xcombination of results from HHK , HHR2 , Ko :
 .THEOREM 2.15. Let A, m be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  .ht I ) 0. Suppose that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0. Then weA t
ha¨e the following Serre conditions:
 .  .  .  .  .a In general, G I has S and R I has S .A 1 A 2
 .  .  .  .b If I is m-primary and depth A ) 1, then G I has S andA 2
 .  .R I has S .A 3
 .  .  .  .  .c If I s m and depth A ) 2, then G I has S and R IA 3 A
 .has S .4
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Serre conditions of form rings and the grades of their irrelevant ideals
are closely related. We make this precise in the next lemma which is an
easy observation.
 .LEMMA 2.16. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I G n
 .  .where n is a positi¨ e integer. If G I satisfies the Serre condition S , thenA n
  . .   ..grade G I G n. The con¨erse holds if Proj G I is Cohen]Macaulay.A q A
  ..Remark 2.17. Recall that the Cohen]Macaulayness of Proj G I isA
  ..equivalent to the Cohen]Macaulayness of Proj R I . We always haveA
  ..   t..that Proj R I ( Proj R I for all t ) 0. Therefore the second partA A
 t.of the above lemma holds in particular in situations where R I isA
Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0.
Proof of Lemma 2.16. We will prove the second part of the lemma first.
  . .    . .4We have to show that depth G I G min n, dim G I for all P gA P A P
  ..   ..Spec G I . Saying that Proj G I is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme isA A
 .equivalent to saying that G I is a Cohen]Macaulay ring for all P gA P
  ..  w x.Proj G I see, e.g., HIO, Sect. 12 . Therefore we only have to considerA
  ..  .prime ideals P g Spec G I such that G I ; P. But for such primeA A q
ideals we have by assumption that
<n F grade G I s inf depth G I P g V G I . 3 4 .  .  .  . .  .  .q P qA A A
This was to be shown.
To see the other assertion of the lemma, it is enough to show that
  . .   . .dim G I G n for all P g V G I . This follows from the equation inA P A q
 .   . .    . .43 since we have by assumption depth G I G min n, dim G I .A P A P
 .   . .Putting p [ P l A we have G I s G I . Observe thatA P A p P G  I .A p
 .  .  .PG I is the maximal homogeneous ideal of G I s G I . Thus weA p A p A pp
obtain that
dim G I s dim G I s dim A G n .  . .  .  .pPA A p
 .since p = I and ht I G n. This finishes the proof.
The following lemma was inspired by a result of Noh and Vasconcelos
 w x. w xsee NV, Theorem 2.2 which was improved in AHT, Theorem 6.8 .
 .LEMMA 2.18. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0
 t.  .such that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0. Suppose that G IA A
 .  .  .fulfills the Serre condition S . Then R I fulfills the Serre condition S .n A nq1
  . . Proof. We have to show that depth R I G min n q 1,A P
  . .4   ..dim R I for all P g Spec R I .A P A
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  ..   t..Since Proj R I ( Proj R I is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme weA A
 .   ..have that R I is a Cohen]Macaulay ring for all P g Proj R I . NowA P A
  ..  .choose P g Spec R I such that R I ; P and I o p [ P l A. TheA A q
 t. w xCohen]Macaulayness of R I implies by HIO, Corollary 44.2 that A isA
generalized Cohen]Macaulay with respect to I. Thus A isp
 w x.Cohen]Macaulay see, e.g., HIO, Lemma 43.2 . But this means that
 .  .   . .R I is also Cohen]Macaulay since R I s R I andA P A P A p PR  I .A p
 .  .R I ( R I is a polynomial ring over A .A p A p pp
  ..By the above we only have to consider prime ideals P g Spec R IA
 .  .   . .such that R I ; P and I ; p [ P l A. Since R I s R IA q A P A p PR  I .A p
 .  .and PR I is the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I we see thatA p A p
  . .   . .depth R I s depth R I and the same holds for the dimensions.A P A p
Therefore it is enough to show that
depth R I G min n q 1, dim R I .  . 4 .  .p pA A
s min n q 1, dim A q 1 . 4 . 4 .p
  . .Observe that by the same argumentation as above we have depth G IA P
  . .   . .   . .  .s depth G I and dim G I s dim G I s dim A . Clearly weA p A P A p p
 .  .also have G I s G I . Therefore we get from the Serre condition onA p A pp
 .G I thatA
depth G I G min n , dim A . 5 .  . 4 .  .pA p
 t.  t .Since R I is Cohen]Macaulay, R I is Cohen]Macaulay, too. ButA A pp
w x   . .   . .this implies by KN that depth R I G depth G I q 1. TogetherA p A p
 .  .with 5 this proves 4 and thus the assertion of the lemma.
Remark 2.19. The first part of the above proof shows actually the
 .following: Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0.
 t.  .Suppose that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0. Then R I isA A
 .generalized Cohen]Macaulay with respect to I [ R I .A q
3. THE CANONICAL MODULE OF THE FORM RING
In this section, we will see how the Gorensteinness of a Veronese
subring of the Rees algebra determines the structure of the canonical
module of the corresponding form ring. For the formulation of our main
 .result in this direction see the theorem below we need a vanishing
condition on the local cohomology of the Rees algebra which holds in
particular if we assume that a multi-Rees algebra is Gorenstein. In the rest
of the section we investigate this vanishing condition.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a local ring of dimension d and let I ; A be an
 .  .ideal of grade I ) 1. Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I byA
 s.M. Assume that R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0. Then, ifA
w d   ..x U  . .H R I s 0 for n F ys, we ha¨e that v ( G I ys y 1 .M A n G  I . AA
The con¨erse holds if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .   . .i grade G I ) 0.A q
 .  .  .ii l I s d where l I denotes the analytic spread of I.
w d   ..x  s.Proof. Suppose first that H R I s 0 for n F ys. Then R IM A n A
 .Gorenstein implies by Theorem 2.11 c that
w x Uv ( G I ys y 1 . 6 .  .  .[ G  I . AA n
nGsq1
  ..  .Hence, a G I G ys y 1. On the other hand, since grade I ) 1, weA
w x   s..know from Ik that a G I s y2. Recall the following formula fromA
w x  w x.HRZ which holds in our setting by HZ, 4.2
a G I . .Asa G I s , . .A s
? @where denotes the integral part. Together with the above information
 .  s.   ..on the a-invariants of G I and G I , this gives a G I s ys y 1A A A
 . U  . .and thus by 6 , v ( G I ys y 1 . This shows the first assertion ofG  I . AA
the theorem.
 .  .We will now prove the converse under the assumptions i and ii . For
  ..  s.this, put X [ Proj R I . Since R I is Gorenstein, we get fromA A
 .  .Subsection 2 c that v ( O ys and we thus obtain from the firstX X
 .sequence in Theorem 2.7 recalling Remark 2.4
kd 1H R I ( H X , O yn y s ;n - 0 . .  .  . .  . .M A Xn
Therefore we have the equivalence
dH R I s 0 for n F ys 7 .  . .M A n
1  ..if and only if H X, O n s 0 for n G 0. We will now show that theX
 .  .  .right side of 7 holds under our assumptions i and ii .
  . .Assume first that grade G I ) 0. We then know from SubsectionA q
 .  . U  .2 b that G I ( G I , i.e., we can read our assumption as v (A A G  I .A
 . .  .G I ys y 1 . But this implies that G I satisfies the Serre conditionA A
 .   ..S since the canonical module has always S which means by Lemma2 2
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  . . 2.16 that grade G I G 2. Therefore the exact sequences coming fromA q
.the 1st Huneke sequence
1 2 2H G I ª H R I ª H R I .  .  . .  .  .G  I . A R  I . A R  I . AA q A q A qn nq1 n^ ` _
s 0
2   .. w 2   ..xshow that a R I - 0 since H R I s 0 by Lemma 2.13.R  I . A R  I . A 0A q A q
 w 2   s..xsActually, Lemma 2.13 says that H R I s 0. But recall thatR  I . A 0A q
the Veronese functor commutes with local cohomology in this case, which
. w 2   ..x 1we saw after Remark 2.4 . Since by Serre H R I ( H X,R  I . A nA q
 ..  .O n , we have thus shown that the right side of 7 holds. This finishesX
 .the proof under assumption i .
 .   ..Assume now that l I s d. Put Y [ Proj G I . Then we have theA
exact sequences
0 ª O n q 1 ª O n ª j# O n ª 0, .  .  .X X Y
where j : Y ª X is the inclusion. The corresponding cohomology-
sequences are
wn
0 ª G X , O n q 1 ª G X , O n ª G Y , O n .  .  . .  .  .X X Y
cn1 1ª H X , O n q 1 ª H X , O n ª ??? . .  . .  .X X
w 2   ..x 1Again, we get from Lemma 2.13 that 0 s H R I ( H X,R  I . A 0A q
 ..  .O 0 . To see that the right side of 7 holds, it is therefore enough toX
show that the c are monomorphisms for n G 0. This will follow as soonn
as we know that the sequences
wn
0 ª G X , O n q 1 ª G X , O n ª G Y , O n 8 .  .  .  . .  .  .X X Y
 .are short exact. To prove this, we observe first that since ht I ) 1 we
  . . dy1  . . d   . .have dim G I - d y 1 for all n. Thus H G I s H G I sA n m A n m A n
0 where m denotes the maximal ideal of A. Therefore we get from
Corollary 2.9
w xG Y , v n ( v ;n g Z . 9 .  .  . .Y G  I .A n
U  . .  .Since by assumption v ( G I ys y 1 we have v ( O ys y 1 .G  I . A Y YA
 .Thus 9 yields
G Y , O n ( GU I . 10 .  .  . .[ Y A
ngZ
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 .On the other hand, since grade I ) 1, Proposition 2.10 implies that
G X , O n rG X , O n q 1 ( I nUrI nq1U s GU I . 11 .  .  .  . .  .[ [X X A
nG0 nG0
 .  .  .From 10 and 11 we see that the sequences 8 induce a monomorphism
 .of G I -modules:A
wU
U U0 ª G I ª G I . 12 .  .  .A A
In order to finish this proof we have to show that this monomorphism is
actually an isomorphism. This is clear in the special case that I is
 .m-primary since we then have in 12 monomorphisms of Artinian mod-
ules in each homogeneous degree. But we want to show this under the
 . .weaker assumption l I s d.
U  . . U  .Since v ( G I ys y 1 by assumption, G I fulfills the SerreG  I . A AA
 .condition S . Using the same argumentation as in the proof of Lemma2
  . U  ..2.16 we get from this that grade G I , G I G 2. Therefore thereA q A
 .  .exists a homogeneous element a g G I with deg a c 0 such that a is aA
U  . U  .  .NZD on G I . Let b, c g G I be homogeneous elements. Since deg aA A
U  .  .c 0 we have ab g G I s G I for some n c 0 and thereforeA n A n
abwU c s wU abc s awU bc ; hence bwU c s wU bc , .  .  .  .  .
U U  . U  .i.e., w is also G I -linear. So there must be an element x g G IA A 0
such that wU is induced by a multiplication with x.
 . w x   . .Since l I s d we get from HIO, Corollary 23.10 that depth G I sA n
U  .  .0 for n c 0. Since G I s G I for n c 0 we may use this informa-A n A n
w xtion in HIO, Lemma 23.9 to see
U U U <grade mG I , G I s inf depth G I n G 0 s 0. 13 4 .  .  .  . .  .nA A A
U U  .Since w is a monomorphism, the element x g G I must be regular.A 0
 . UBut 13 now shows that x is then already a unit and thus w an
isomorphism. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
w d   ..xRemark 3.2. Observe that the condition H R I s 0 for n F ysM A n
of the above theorem is automatically fulfilled, e.g., if one would assume
 .  .that R I is Gorenstein see Theorem 2.12 . Moreover, as well shall seeA s
d   ..in the next proposition, this condition very often implies that H R IM A
s 0.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a local ring of dimension d fulfilling the Serre
 .  .condition S and let I ; A be an ideal with grade I ) 1. Suppose that3
 .R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0. Denote the maximal homogeneous idealA s
 . d   ..of R I by M. Then we ha¨e H R I s 0.A M A
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 .Proof. According to Theorem 2.11 a we have v ( A. It now followsA
 . dy1 .from Theorem 2.2 that if A satisfies S , then H A s 0. Therefore3 m
the proposition is a consequence of the next lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let A, m be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 . iy1 . i   ..ht I ) 0 such that H A s 0. We then ha¨e for all i g Z, a R I Fm M A
i   .. w i   ..x i   ..a G I . In particular, if H R I s 0 for n F a G I , thenN A M A n N A
i   ..  .H R I s 0. Here, M resp. N denotes the maximal homogeneous idealM A
 .   ..of R I resp. G I .A A
Proof. From the 1st Huneke sequence we get the following sequences
of local cohomology:
iy1 i i iH A ª H R I ª H R I ª H A . .  .  .  . .  .qm M A M A mn n
w i   . .xUsing our assumption, we deduce from this that H R I (M A q n
w i   ..x w i   . .xH R I for n / 0. And if H R I / 0, then alsoM A n M A q 0
w i   ..xH R I / 0.M A 0
Now look at the induced sequences of local cohomology coming from
i   ..the 2nd Huneke sequence for n ) a G I :N A
i i iH R I ª H R I ª H G I . .  .  . .  .  .qM A M A N Anq1 n n^ ` _
s 0
w i   ..x Since H R I s 0 for n c 0, these surjective maps together withM A n
.the above show the assertion of the lemma.
4. THE GORENSTEIN PROPERTY OF VERONESE SUBRINGS
In this section we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for a
Veronese subring of a Rees algebra respectively a multi-Rees algebra to
be Gorenstein. We start with the following observation which is closely
w xrelated to MNV, Proposition 3 . For the proof of the proposition and its
 w x.corollary we will need the well known inequality of Burch see Bu
l I F dim A y inf depth ArI n , 4 .  .  .
n
where I is an ideal of height at least one in a local ring A. Recall that by
w x  .EH, Proposition 3.3 equality holds in the above relation if G I isA
Cohen]Macaulay.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring and let I ; A be an
 .  t.ideal of grade I ) 1. Suppose that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for someA
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  ..  t.positi¨ e integer t with t s ya G I y 1. Then R I is Gorenstein if andA A
 t .  .  .  .only if R I is Gorenstein for all p g V I satisfying l I s ht p .A p pp
 .  .Remark 4.2. Recall that the set of primes p g V I satisfying l I sp
 .  .ht p is contained in the set A I of asymptotic primes of I which is
 w x w x .known to be finite see Mc ; see also AHT, Lemma 4.2 for details .
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The condition of the proposition is clearly
necessary. Let us prove that it is also sufficient. Choose s c 0 such that
 s.  k s.R I is Cohen]Macaulay and take any p g Ass ArI where k G 1.A
 k s.  s .Then depth A rI s 0 and since G I is Cohen]Macaulay, too, wep p A p
know that equality holds in the inequality of Burch. Thus we obtain
 .  .   s .  ..l I s ht p since l I s l I .p p p
w x w x w x w xSince A s v s ??? s v and I ? v : v byR  I . 1 R  I . t R  I . n R  I . nq1A A A A
 . ny t w xSubsection 2 c we get I : v . Equality holds here locallyR  I . nA
 ny t.at primes p g Ass ArI if n c 0. This follows by the assumption of
 .  .the proposition since l I s ht p for such primes as we showed above.p
ny t w x w xThus we have I s v for n c 0. The formula v (R  I . n R  I . nA A
 w x .  . wHom I, v from Subsection 2 c then implies by HHR2, LemmaA R  I . nq1A
x3.4 that equality holds for all n G 1. Recalling Proposition 2.5, we see that
this finishes the proof of the proposition.
w xFollowing Va we will call an ideal I in a local ring A normally
 n.  .torsion-free if Ass ArI s Ass ArI for all n ) 0.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A be a Gorenstein local ring and let I ; A be an
 .  t.unmixed normally torsion-free ideal of grade I ) 1. Suppose that R I isA
  ..Cohen]Macaulay for some positi¨ e integer t with t s ya G I y 1. ThenA
 t.  t .R I is Gorenstein if and only if R I is Gorenstein for all p gA A pp
 .Min ArI .
 .  .Proof. We may assume that ht I - dim A . The assertion follows
immediately from Proposition 4.1 as soon as we have shown that
l I - ht p for all p g V I R Min ArI . .  .  . .p
 .  .To see this, choose a prime p g V I R Min ArI . Since I is an unmixed
 n.  .  .normally torsion-free ideal we have Ass ArI s Ass ArI s Min ArI
 n.for all n ) 0. Therefore p A is not an element of Ass A rI sp p p
 n.  .  n.Ass ArI l Spec A . Thus depth A rI ) 0 for all n ) 0. Using thisp p p
 .  .  .information in the Burch inequality for I yields l I - dim A s ht p ,p p p
which was to be shown.
The next theorem compares the Hilbert series of the form ring with the
Hilbert series of its canonical module in case a multi-Rees algebra is
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Gorenstein and will also be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.5. The
theorem is closely related to a well known result of Stanley in which he
 w x w xcharacterizes graded Gorenstein domains see St or BH, Corollary 4.3.8
.for a discussion of this .
 .THEOREM 4.4. Let A, m be a quasi-Gorenstein local ring of dimension
 .d ) 1 and let I ; A be an m-primary ideal such that R I isA t
  ..Cohen]Macaulay for some positi¨ e integer t with t s ya G I y 1. ThenA
the following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i R I is Gorenstein.A t
 .  . yty1  .ii H x s x H x .G  I . vA G  I .A
 .  .  .If , Moreo¨er, G I is Cohen]Macaulay, then i and ii are equi¨ alent to:A
 .  .  .d a  y1 .   ..iii H x s y1 x H x where a [ a G I .G  I . G  I . AA A
 .  .  .Here, H x and H x denote the Hilbert series of G I and v ,G  I . v A G  I .A G  I . AA
respecti¨ ely.
Proof. The first assertion of the theorem follows by multiplication with
x ny ty1 and summation over n from the claim
R I is Gorenstein if and only if l G I .  . .ny ty1A t A A
w xs l v for n G t q 1. .A G  I .A n
 .  . .Suppose that R I is Gorenstein. We then have v ( G I yt y 1A t G  I . AA
  ..by Theorem 3.1 recalling Theorem 2.12 and Subsection 2 b . Therefore
the implication from the left to the right in the claim is clear and we have
to consider the other direction only. For this, we may assume that A is
 .complete. We denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of G I by N.A
 .Since R I is Cohen]Macaulay we get from Theorem 2.12 thatA t
w dy1  ..xH G I s 0 for n F yt y 1. Thus we obtain by first applying localN A n
cohomology and then the Matlis dual functor to the 2nd Huneke sequence
the following exact sequences for n G t q 1:
w x w x w x0 ª v ª v ª v ª 0. 14 .R  I . R  I . G  I .A A An ny1 n
 .Moreover, the assumptions imply by Subsection 2 c that
w x w xA s v s v s ??? s v . 15 .A R  I . R  I .A A1 t
 . w xWe thus get from the above short exact sequence 14 , v (G  I . tq1Aw xAr v . As we explained in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we knowR  I . tq1A
 . ny t w xfrom Subsection 2 c that I : v for all n G t q 1. SinceR  I . nA
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  . . w x .l G I s l v for such n, it now follows by induction onA A nyty1 A G  I . nA
  .. w x ny t  .n using 14 that v s I for n G t q 1. Together with 15 thisR  I . nA
 t.means by Proposition 2.5 that R I is Gorenstein. By Theorem 2.14,A
 .R I is then Gorenstein, too. This proves the claim and thus the equiva-A t
 .  .  .  .lence of i and ii . If G I is Cohen]Macaulay, then H x sA v G  I .A
 .d  y1 .  w x.y1 H x see the proof of BH, Theorem 4.3.7 . Using this we seeG  I .A
 .  .that ii is equivalent to iii . This finishes the proof of the theorem.
The next theorem will show that the Gorensteinness of multi-Rees
algebras can be described in terms of Hilbert coefficients.
 .THEOREM 4.5. Let A, m be a quasi-Gorenstein local ring of dimension
 .d ) 1 and let I ; A be an m-primary ideal such that R I isA t
  ..Cohen]Macaulay for some positi¨ e integer t with t s ya G I y 1. LetA
n q d y 1 n q d y 2e I y e I q ??? .  .0 1 /  /d d y 1
dy1 dnq y1 e I q y1 e I .  .  .  .dy1 d /1
 .be the Hilbert polynomial of I. Then R I is Gorenstein if and only if theA t
 .Hilbert coefficients e I satisfy the relationsi
2n d y 2k d y t y 1 y k2 e I s y1 e I if 0 F n F . .  .  .2 nq1 k  /2n q 1 y k 2ks0
Remark 4.6. For n s 0, Theorem 4.5 gives the necessary condition for
 t.  .  .  .the Gorensteinness of R I of Ooishi, i.e., 2 e I s d y t y 1 e IA 1 0
 w x.see Oo2, Theorem 4.1 .
 .Proof of Theorem 4.5. For any finitely generated graded G I -moduleA
 . w xF we denote the Hilbert polynomial of F by h X g Q X . According toF
w x  w x.Oo1, Lemma 2.1 which is essentially due to Serre see Se we have
d
i il G I y h n s y1 l H G I .  .  .  . .  .  /nA A G  I . A G  I . AA A q n
is0
;n g Z . .
 .This shows together with Theorem 2.12
h n s l G I ;n G 0 . 16 .  .  .  . .nG  I . A AA
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We also have
d
i iw xl v y h n s y1 l H v .  .  . .   /A G  I . v A G  I . G  I .A G  I . A q An nA
is0
;n g Z . 17 .  .
w i  .x .We claim that l H v s 0 for all i G 0 and n G t q 1.A G  I . G  I . nA q A
 .Since R I is Cohen]Macaulay we get from Theorem 2.12 thatA t
w i   ..xH G I s 0 for n F yt y 1 and i - d. Using this information inG  I . A nA q
the isomorphisms of Theorem 2.1 proves the claim for 2 F i - d. But for
w i  .x  .i s 0 or 1 we clearly have H v s 0 since v has S . AndG  I . G  I . n G  I . 2A q A A
 .  .since R I is Cohen]Macaulay we get from Theorem 2.15 that G I hasA t A
 .S . We thus obtain from the exact sequence in Remark 2.4 that2
  ..  .   ..G Y, O n ( G I where Y [ Proj G I . Therefore we get from theY A n A
last sequence in Theorem 2.7 that
kdH v ( G I . 18 .  .  . .ynG  I . G  I . AA q A n
This proves the above claim.
 .Using this fact in 17 yields
w xh n s l v ;n G t q 1 . 19 .  .  . .v A G  I .G  I . A nA
 .The Gorensteinness of R I is by Theorem 4.4 equivalent to the condi-A t
  . . w x .  .tion that l G I s l v for n G t q 1. And by 16 andA A nyty1 A G  I . nA
 .  .  .19 it follows that this holds if and only if h n s h n y t y 1v G  I .G  I . AA .for n G t q 1 and so also for all n g Z .
w i   ..xSince H G I s 0 for m c 0 it follows from the isomorphismsG  I . A mA q
w i  .xin Theorem 2.1 that H v s 0 for n g 0 and 2 F i - d. AgainG  I . G  I . nA q A
the corresponding local cohomology modules vanish for i s 0 or 1 since
 .  .  .v has always S . Therefore we get from 17 and 18 for n g 0G  I . 2A
dy1 dh n s y1 l H v .  .  . /v A G  I . G  I .G  I . A q A nA
dy1 dy1s y1 l G I s y1 h yn , .  .  .  . .ynA A G  I .A
 .  .where the last equality holds by 16 . But then also h n svG  I .A .dy1  .  .y1 h yn for all n g Z. Hence our condition h n sG  I . vA G  I .A .h n y t y 1 from above becomesG  I .A
dy1h n s y1 h yn y t y 1 ;n g Z . 20 .  .  .  .  .G  I . G  I .A A
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To see that this is equivalent to the condition on the Hilbert coefficients
stated in the theorem, recall that
dy1
dy1yi n q ih n s y1 e I . .  .  .G  I . dy1yiA  /i
is0
Recall also that if
dy1
n q iF n s c .  dy1yi  /i
is0
 w x.is any numerical polynomial, we have see, e.g., the proof of BH, 4.1.4
c s Ddy1yiF i y d i s 0, . . . , d y 1 , .  .  .i
 . .  .  .where D is the difference operator, i.e., D F n [ F n q 1 y F n . It is
mw  .x  .m m . .not difficult to verify that D F yn q c s y1 D F yn y m q c
 .  .where m and c are constant integers . The condition 20 is therefore
 .equivalent to i s 0, . . . , d y 1
dy1dy1yi dy1yiD h i y d s y1 D h yn y t y 1 i y d .  .  .  . .G  I . G  I .A A
which is by the above the same as
i i dy1yiy1 e I s y1 D h yt . 21 .  .  .  .  . .i G  I .A
The identity
a q b q 1 a q b a q by s /  /  /b b b y 1
clearly implies
n q j n q jmD s /  /j j y m
so that
dy1 n q jdy1yjdy1yi dy1yiD h n s y1 e I D .  .  . .G  I . dy1yjA  /j
js0
dy1 n q jdy1yjs y1 e I .  . dy1yj  /j y d y 1 y i .jsdy1yi
i n q d y 1 y i q jiy js y1 e I . .  . iy j  /j
js0
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 .Using this we can calculate the right side of condition 21 which then
becomes
i d y 1 y i q j y tiy je I s y1 e I i s 0, . . . , d y 1 . .  .  .  .i iyj  /j
js0
22 .
 .We write 22 in the form
i
k d y t y 1 y ke I s y1 e I i s 0, . . . , d y 1 . 23 .  .  .  .  .i k  /i y k
ks0
For an even integer n this means
ny1
k d y t y 1 y k0 s e I y e I s y1 e I . .  .  .  .n n k  /n y k
ks0^ ` _
\ N
 .We now want to show that this already follows from Eqs. 23 for i - n.
We have
ny1
k d y t y 1 y kN s y1 e I .  . k  /n y k
ks0
ny1 k d y t y 1 y jk j d y t y 1 y ks y1 y1 e I .  .  .  j  / /k y j n y k
ks0 js0
ny1 ny1 d y t y 1 y jkq j d y t y 1 y ks y1 e I .  .  j  / /k y j n y k
js0 ksj
nyjy1ny1 d y t y 1 y j y ld y t y 1 y jls e I y1 . .  . j  /  /n y j y lljs0 ls0
Observe that n y j y 1 G 0. Therefore we see by considering the coeffi-
cients of t ny j in
dy tyn1dy ty1yj nyjy11 y t s 1 y t .  . /1 y t
that
nyj d y t y 1 y j y ld y t y 1 y jly1 s 0. .  /  /n y j y llls0
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Thus we obtain
ny1 d y t y 1 y jny jy1N s y1 e I .  . j  /n y j
js0
ny1 d y t y 1 y jjs y y1 e I .  . j  /n y j
js0
s yN ,
where the second last equality holds since n is even. But this means that
 .N s 0 which was to be shown. Finally, this means that we can write 23 as
2n d y 2k d y t y 1 y k2 e I s y1 e I for 0 F n F , .  .  .2 nq1 k  /2n q 1 y k 2ks0
which finishes the proof of the theorem.
From the above theorem we can deduce the following interesting
corollary:
COROLLARY 4.7. Let A be a generalized Cohen]Macaulay local ring of
 .depth A ) 1 which is not Cohen]Macaulay. Let I ; A be a standard
 .parameter ideal. Then no Veronese subring of the Rees algbebra R I isA
Gorenstein.
Proof. We denote the maximal ideal of A by m and the maximal
 .  . homogeneous ideal of G I by N. We put d [ dim A . It is known seeA
w x.HIO, 40.10 that
iH A for n s yi .i mH G I s for all 0 F i - d . .N A n  0 for n / yi
  .. 0  .and a [ a G I F yd. Observe that H A s 0 by assumption. ThusA m
 .we deduce from the above description of the local cohomology of G IA
 .  .that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for t [ ya y 1 see Theorem 2.12 .A t
 s.  .Suppose now that R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0. Since grade IA
) 1 we get from Theorem 2.11 that A ( v . Thus we have by SubsectionA
 . w x w x2 c that A s v s ??? s v . This implies by Theorem 2.11R  I . 1 R  I . tA A
 .  .that s s m v G t. Since R I is Cohen]Macaulay by the above, weR  I . A tA
 .  .have thus shown that also R I is Gorenstein see Theorem 2.14 .A s
Moreover, s s t by Theorem 3.1.
We are now in the setting of Theorem 4.5. Since d F t q 1, we obtain
 .from the formula for the Hilbert coefficients of that theorem that e I F 0.1
But since A is not Cohen]Macaulay, this contradicts a result of Trung
 w x w x.see TR1, Theroem 4.1 ; cf. also SV, Chap. I, Proposition 2.7 .
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5. THE COHEN]MACAULAY PROPERTY OF THE
REES ALGEBRA
In this section we will show that the Cohen]Macaulayness of Rees
algebras whose canonical module has the expected form already follows
w xfrom some Serre condition. This generalizes Theorem 1 of MNV . Recall
from Theorem 2.11 that in case a Veronese subring of the Rees algebra
 .R I is Gorenstein the canonical module of the Rees algebra has theA
 .   . .expected form if grade I ) 1 and grade G I ) 0.A q
 .LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of ht I ) 0
such that the canonical module v has the expected form. Let n be anR  I .A
 .  .integer such that A and R I fulfill the Serre condition S . Then vA n R  I .A
 .fulfills S , too.n
  ..Proof. We choose an arbitrary prime P g Spec R I . We have toA
 . .   .4prove that depth v G min n, ht P . Putting p [ P l A, we willR  I . PA
first show the following:
 .  .Claim. ht p G ht P y 1.
 .  .Let P be a minimal prime contained in P with ht PrP s ht P .0 0
w x  .Since by HIO, Lemma 4.5 the minimal primes of R I are of the formA
` n  .[ q l I where q g Min A , p [ P l A is a minimal prime, too.0 0ns0
 .  .  .  .We clearly have ht prp F ht p . Since R I rP s R I q p rp ,0 A 0 A r p 0 00
we may therefore assume that A is an integral domain. But we then have
 w x.the dimension inequality see, e.g., Mat, Theorem 15.5
ht P q tr.deg k P F ht p q tr.deg R I .  .  .  . .  .k p . A A
  ..which immediately implies the above claim since tr.deg R I s 1.A A
 .To prove the assertion of the lemma, assume first that ht P F n. Then
 .  .R I is Cohen]Macaulay by assumption and thus v s v isA P R  I . P R  I .A A P
 .Cohen]Macaulay, too. Therefore we may assume ht P ) n from now on,
 .i.e., ht p G n by the above claim.
Since v has the expected form, we have the following sequence ofR  I .A
 .R I -modulesA P
sy1
0 ª R I ys ª v ª A yj ª 0, .  .  .  . . [A R  I . pP A P  /js1  .PR IA p
 .   .4where s is some integer. Since by assumption depth A G min n, ht pp
  . .  . .G n since ht p G n , we deduce from this sequence depth v GR  I . PA
  .4min n, ht P . This was to be shown.
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u vFor any a g Q we denote by a the minimal number n g Z such that
a F n.
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a local ring of dimension d G 3 and let I ; A be
 .an ideal of ht I ) 0 such that the canonical module v has the expectedR  I .A
 .  .form. Suppose that A and R I fulfill the Serre condition S whereA n
u . v  .n [ d q 3 r2 . Then R I is already Cohen]Macaulay.A
 .Proof. Denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I by M. FromA
 .Lemma 5.1 we know that v fulfills S , too. By Theorem 2.2 thisR  I . nA
implies
H i R I s 0 for all dim R I y n q 2 F i - dim R I . .  .  . .  .  .M A A A
  .. i   ..Since dim R I y n q 2 s d q 3 y n F n and H R I s 0 for allA M A
i - n by assumption, this proves the assertion of the theorem.
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let S be the affine semigroup
S [ x , x , x , x g N4 N x q x y 3 x y x s 0; x / 1 . 41 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 3
w xand k a field. We denote the affine semigroup ring k S of S over k by A.
w xThen A is the 3-dimensional subring of the polynomial ring k t , t , t , t1 2 3 4
x1 x4  .which is generated by the mononomials t ??? t where x , . . . , x g S.1 4 1 4
Let I ; A be the ideal generated by the mononomials t x1 ??? t x4 with1 4
x s 2.4
w x  .In HHR2, Ex. 5.5 , the local cohomology modules of A and R I wereA
 .  .calculated. From this it follows that R I is Gorenstein and that R I isA 2 A
 .not Cohen]Macaulay but fulfills the Serre condition S . Moreover, A is3
also not Cohen]Macaulay. Thus all the assumptions of the above theorem
 .are fulfilled except for the required Serre condition on A. Since R I isA
not Cohen]Macaulay, this shows that we cannot weaken the Serre condi-
tion on A in the above theorem.
The following proposition will show that}in case a Veronese subring of
the Rees algebra is Cohen]Macaulay}the Serre condition in the above
  ..  .  .theorem holds in particular if depth R I G d q 3 r2 q dim ArI .A
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  t.ht I ) 0. Suppose that R I is Cohen]Macaulay for some t ) 0. Let n beA
  ..  .  .an integer such that depth R I G n q dim ArI . Then R I satisfiesA A
 .the Serre condition S .n
Proof. Using the same argumentation as in the proof of Lemma 2.18
  ..  .we only have to consider prime ideals P g Spec R I such that R IA A q
w x; P and I ; p [ P l A. Using a graded version of Mat, Theorem 23.9
we may assume that A is complete. Thus we can choose a Gorenstein ring
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 .  .S e.g., a polynomial ring such that R I is a homomorphic image of S.A
 .Denoting the contraction of P to S by Q we then have SrQ ( R I rPA
 .s Arp. Let M be the maximal homogeneous ideal of R I . By assump-A
tion
H i R I s 0 for all i - n q dim ArI . .  . .M A
 .Putting d [ dim S we get from this by local dualityS
Ext dSyi R I , v s 0 for all i - n q dim ArI . .  . .S A S
 .  .Localizing by Q and using d s dim S q dim SrQ givesS Q
ExtdimSQ .yj R I , v s 0 . .PS A SQ Q
for all j - n q dim ArI y dim SrQ . .  .
Using local duality again, this shows
H j R I s 0 for all j - n q dim ArI y dim SrQ . .  .  . .PM AP
 .  .  .  .Since n q dim ArI y dim SrQ s n q dim ArI y dim Arp G n,
this finishes the proof.
w x w xRemark 5.5. From KN or Ko, Lemma 6.18 we know that
  ..   ..depth R I G depth G I q 1 if a Veronese subring of the Rees alge-A A
bra is Cohen]Macaulay. Therefore we could formulate our depth-condi-
 .  .tions on R I above also as depth-conditions on G I .A A
The following result is closely related to the above theorem and proposi-
tion.
 .PROPOSITION 5.6. Let A be a local ring fulfilling the Serre condition S3
 .  .and let I ; A be an ideal of grade I ) 1. Suppose that R I is GorensteinA s
  ..  .for some s ) 0. If depth G I G d y 1, then R I is Cohen]Macaulay.A A
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.3 together with the
  ..   ..above mentioned fact that depth R I G depth G I q 1 under ourA A
assumptions.
The next theorem should be seen in the light of Theorem 5.2. See also
.Remark 5.8 for this aspect .
THEOREM 5.7. Let A be a local ring and let I ; A be an ideal of
 .  .  .  .ht I ) 0 such that G I fulfills the Serre condition S where l IA l I .q1
 .denotes the analytic spread of I. Suppose that R I is Cohen]Macaulay forA t
  ..  .some t - ya G I . Then R I is Cohen]Macaulay.A A
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Remark 5.8. As we know from Theorem 3.1 together with Proposition
  ..  .3.3, the assumption t - ya G I is always fulfilled if R I is Goren-A A t
  . .stein and grade I ) 1 .
w xProof of Theorem 5.7. By Mat, Ex. 23.2 we may assume that A is
 .complete. We denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of G I by N , theA
 .maximal ideal of A by m , and put d [ dim A . Observe that it is enough
 .  .to show that v is Cohen]Macaulay. Since G I has S , we getG  I . A l I .q1A
i  .  .from Theorem 2.2 that H v s 0 for d y l I q 1 F i - d. SinceN G  I .A
 .  . G I is generated up to radical by l I -many elements we may assumeA q
< < .that Arm s ` , we get from the 2nd sequence in Theorem 2.7 that
w i  .x  .   ..H v s 0 for i F d y l I and n - ya G I . Since v hasN G  I . n A G  I .A A
 .S , we can finish the proof by showing that2
iH v s 0 for 2 F i F d y l I and n G ya G I . .  .  . .N G  I . AA n
But for such i and n we get from the 1st sequence of Theorem 2.7 since
w i   ..x  ..H G I s 0 by Theorem 2.12 and since we assumed t - ya GN A n
w i  .xthat H v s 0. Using this information in the spectral se-G  I . G  I . nA q A
quence
p q p q pqqE s H H v « H v .  . /2 m G  I . G  I . N G  I .A q A An n
proves the claim.
In small dimensions, Rees algebras of m-primary ideals having a Goren-
stein Veronese subring are already Cohen]Macaulay if the ground ring is
.Cohen]Macaulay . In the next remark, we make this precise:
 .Remark 5.9. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
 s.d and let I ; A be an m-primary ideal. If R I is Gorenstein for someA
w xs ) 0, we know from HRZ, Key-Lemma 4.1 that s F d y 1. In case that
w xs s d y 1, I must be already a parameter ideal by HRZ, Corollary 4.2 ,
 .  .i.e., r I s 0, where r I denotes the reduction exponent of I. Moreover, if
 4 w xI s m and s s d y i where i g 1, 2, 3 , HRZ, Theorem 4.4 says that
 .r I s i y 1 F 2.
w x w xFrom Valabrega and Valla VV and Sally Sa we know that the form
 .ring G I is Cohen]Macaulay in all of the above described situationsA
 . wsince the reduction number is small enough ; and, e.g., from HRZ,
x  .Corollary 2.7 we get that the Rees algebra R I is then Cohen]Macaulay,A
too. Summing all this up, we have:
 .  .  s.  .a If dim A F 3 and R I is Gorenstein, then R I isA A
Cohen]Macaulay.
 .  .  s.  .b If dim A F 5 and R m is Gorenstein, then R m is Co-A A
hen]Macaulay.
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The next proposition is interesting since it is not covered by our results
above:
 .PROPOSITION 5.10. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of
dimension d s 4. Let I be an integrally closed m-primary ideal in A. Then, if
 .  .R I is Gorenstein for some s ) 0, we ha¨e that R I is Cohen]Macaulay.A s A
w x  .Proof. By TI it is enough to show that G I is Cohen]Macaulay.A
< <  .Moreover, we may assume that Arm s `. Let r I denote the reduc-J
tion exponent of I with respect to a minimal reduction J : I. According to
  .. d   ..  .Theorem 3.1 we have a G I s a G I s ys y 1. Since R IA G  I . A A sA q
 .is Cohen]Macaulay, also all the other a-invariants of G I are negativeA
 w x w x.by Theorem 2.12. We can then use the inequality see Tr2 ; cf. also Sch2
r I F max ai G I q i .  . . 4J G  I . AA q is0, . . . , d
 .to see that r I F d y 2 s 2. Thus we getJ
I nq1 l J s JI n ;n G 2 . 24 .  .
Since J is generated by an A-regular sequence, we have by a result of
2 w x.Huneke and Itoh see It, 1.1 that J l J s JJ. Here J denotes the
2 2 2integral closure of J. Since I s J and I : J , we get I l J s JI. But this
 .  .means that 24 holds also for n s 1 and hence G I is Cohen]MacaulayA
w xby VV, 2.7 .
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